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Abstract 
Let A and B be down-sets in the grid [k]" = {0 . . . . .  k - 1}". Given the sizes of A and B, how 
small can A + B = {a + be[k]": aeA,  beB} be? 
Our main aim in this paper is to give a best-possible lower bound for I A + B I in terms of I A I 
and I B I. For example, although if [A I = I B I = k"- x we may have IZ + B I = k"- 1, we show that 
if IAI = [BI = k "-1 + 1 then IA + BI >/2k "-1 + 1. 
O. Introduction 
For  a fixed integer k = 2, 3, . . . ,  the grid [k]" is the set {0, . . . ,  k - 1}". We regard 
[k]" as a subset of 7/", and  there is thus a not ion  of sum: if a = (al ,  ... ,a , )  and  
b = (bl . . . .  , b,) then a + b = (ax + bl ,  . . . ,  a, + b,). Of  course, if a and  b are in [k]" 
we need not  have a + b E [k]". For  subsets A and  B of [k]", the sum of A and  B is 
A + B = {a + bE[k ] " :  aEA,  b~B}.  
A natura l  quest ion to ask is the fol lowing. G iven  the sizes of A and B, how small  can 
A + B be? However,  if A and  B are concentrated  near  the ' top'  of the grid then A + B 
can certainly be empty: indeed, this can happen even if A and  B are fairly large 
(half-sized). So it is natura l  to restrict our  a t tent ion  to down-sets.  Recall  that a set 
A c [k]" is a down-set if whenever  xEA and Yl <<- xi for all i then also yeA.  
Our  a im in this paper  is to give a best-possible ower bound for I A + B[ in terms of 
I A I and  I B I for down-sets  A and  B in [k]". To state our  result, define an order ing on 
[k]", the lexicographic order, by lett ing x = (x l, ... , x,) precede y = (Y l, - - - ,  Y,) if for 
some i we have xl < Yi and  xj = yj for all j > i. Thus,  x precedes y if and only  if 
~,~= 1xi ki < ~= 1 Yi ki. For  example,  the first few points  in the lexicographic order  on 
[k] 2 are (0,0), (1,0), ... ,(k - 1,0), (0, 1),(1, 1) . . . .  ,(k - 1, 1),(0,2),(1,2) . . . . .  
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We will show in Section 1 that, for given sizes of the down-sets A and B, the 
minimum size of A + B is attained when A and B are initial segments of the 
lexicographic order on [k]". The bound coming from this has some rather sharp 
jumps as [AI and [B[ increase. 
If k is prime then this result may be deduced from a theorem of Kneser [10] 
concerning sums of sets in finite abelian groups. However, the group-theoretic 
estimates give no useful information when k is not prime. We stress that our methods 
for general k are entirely combinatorial in nature. 
We postpone discussion of Kneser's theorem and the group-theoretic estimates to 
Section 2. In fact, in Section 2 we shall also go in the opposite direction, using our 
down-set bound in the grid in order to obtain a new proof of best-possible ower 
bounds on the size of the sum of two sets in the cyclic group of prime-power order, and 
more generally in any abelian group of prime-power order. These bounds may also be 
obtained from Kneser's theorem. 
Our notation is fairly standard. The standard basis of 7/~ is written el, . . . ,  e,; for 
example, the point (1, 0, 2, 0 . . . . .  0) is denoted by el + 2e3. We write [k] ~ for {x e [k]": 
xl = 0}. Given a set A c [k]", for 1 ,G< i ~< n and x e [k] we define the i-section of A at 
x to be 
Ailx = {Ye [k]~: xei + yeA}. 
For 1 ~< i ~< n, the lexicographic order on [k] ~ is just the restriction to [k]t of the 
lexicographic order on [k]". Thus if A is an initial segment of the lexicographic order 
on [k]" then every/-section of A is an initial segment of the lexicographic order on 
[k] ~. It is clear that the lexicographic order on [k] ~ is (isomorphic to) the lexicographic 
order on [k] "- 1. 
A family of sets {Si: i e I}  is nested if for every i and j  we have either Si c Sj or 
Sj c S~. For example, the initial segments of any (total) ordering on a set are nested. 
1. Down-sets in the grid 
Our aim in this section is to show that, among down-sets A and B in [k]" of given 
sizes, the minimum size of A + B occurs when A and B are initial segments of the 
lexicographic order on [k]". 
The result is trivial for n = 1, as every down-set is then an initial segment. We shall 
start, however, by proving the result in the case n = 2. Note that even here it is vital 
that we are dealing with [k] 2, rather than I-k] x [1], since in [k] x [/], with k :;a l, there 
is no ordering at all with the property that its initial segments minimize sums. Indeed, 
such an ordering would have to have both {(x, 0): x e [k]} and {(0, y): y e [l]} as initial 
segments, a contradiction. 
Lemma 1. Let A and B be down-sets in I-k] 2, and let I and J be the initial segments of 
the lexicographic order on [k] 2 with [I[ = IA[ and l J] = ]B[. Then [A + B[ >>. [I + Jr. 
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Proof. It is fairly surprising that we have to work hard to prove this lemma. In fact, 
the proof  is rather cumbersome and unenlightening, so we postpone it to the Appen- 
dix. The reader should have no qualms about simply accepting this pedestrian result 
without working through the Appendix. []  
Our  main tool for general n will be the notion of an/-compression,  which we now 
describe. Compressions uch as these have been used several times in attacking 
combinator ial  problems - -  see for example [1, 4, 13, 16]. (We mention that there are 
also some rather more sophisticated compression operators see [2] or [3]). The 
idea is that we wish to replace our sets A and B by sets A' and B' which ' look more like' 
initial segments than A and B did, while preserving the sizes (IA'I = ]A[ and 
]B'] = ]BI) and decreasing the sum (]A' + B'] ~< ]A + B]). If we can then repeat this 
process, we might hope to end up eventually with sets A" and B" that are so close to 
being initial segments that we can verify directly that their sum is as large as claimed. 
For  any set A c [k]", and 1 <~ i ~< n, we define Ci(A) ~ [k]", the i-compression of A, 
by giving its/-sections: 
C,(A),x = I ( IA ,x I ) ,  xe [k ] ,  
where I(a) denotes the set of the first a elements in the lexicographic order on [k] z. In 
other words, C~ 'compresses' each/-sect ion of A into the lexicographic order. Note 
that I C~(A) I = I A I, since Ci preserves the size of/-sections. It is easy to see that if A is 
a down-set then C~(A) is also a down-set. 
We say that A is i-compressed if Ci(A) = A. Thus, for example, if A is an initial 
segment hen A is / -compressed for all i. 
What  can we say about a set A c [k]" that is / -compressed for all i? Such a set is 
certainly a down-set (for n ~> 2), and if n = 2 then that is all we can say. However, for 
n ~> 3, being/ -compressed for every i is a very restrictive condition, and one might 
even hope that such a set must be an initial segment. Unfortunately, that is not the 
case-  a simple counterexample is {0,el,e2,e3} in [2] 3. 
However, we do have the following simple lemma, which shows that, for n ~> 3, 
a subset of [k]" that is /-compressed for all i is not too far from being an initial 
segment: in fact, it differs from an initial segment along at most two lines. (This result 
is similar to [1, Lemma 2.1].) 
Lemma 2. Let n >1 3, and let A c [k]" be i-compressed for all i. Then either A is an 
initial segment of  the lexicographic order on [k]" or, for some 0 <~ r < k - 1 and 
0 <~ s < t <~ k - l, we have 
A = {xm [k]":  x,  ~< r}w{(z,O,  ... ,O,r + I): 0 ~< z ~< s} 
-{ (z ,k -1  . . . . .  k -  l,r): t <. z <. k -  1}. 
Proof. Suppose that A is not an initial segment. Then we can find points x and y in 
[k]" such that x is the immediate predecessor of y, with x¢A and yeA.  Since A is 
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n-compressed, we cannot have xn = Yn. It follows that for some 0 ~< r < k - i we have 
x = (k -  1 . . . .  , k -  1,r) and y = (0, ... ,0, r + 1). 
Now, as A is 1-compressed and y ~ A, we have (0, k - 1 . . . . .  k - 1, r) e A, whence as 
A is 2-compressed we also have (k - 1, . . . ,  k - 1, r - 1)~A ifr > 0. Similarly, as xq~A 
we have (k - 1, 0 . . . . .  0, r + 1)CA, and so also (0, ... ,0,r  + 2)¢A i fr  < k - 1. Hence 
for some 0 ~< s, t ~< k - 1 we have 
A = {xeEk]n: xn ~ r}u{(z,O . . . . .  O,r + 1): 0 ~<z ~< s} 
- { (z ,k -  1 . . . . .  k -  1, r): t ~< z ~< k -  1}. 
Finally, as A is 1-compressed we cannot have both (z,0, ... ,0,r  + 1)EA and 
( z ,k -  1, ... , k -  1, r)CA, and so s < t. [ ]  
We need one more very simple lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let I and J be initial segments of the lexicographic order on [k]n. Then I + J 
is also an initial segment of the lexicographic order. 
Proof. Suppose that y E I + J and x precedes y in the lexicographic order. We have 
y = a + b for some ae!  and be J .  
If xn <Yn then an and bn cannot both be 0: say an >0.  But then 
(k - 1 . . . . .  k - 1, an - 1)eI ,  from which it follows that xe I  + J. On the other hand, 
if xn =Yn then we have (Yl . . . . .  y , -  l) ~ lntb. + Jnlb,. It follows by induction that 
(xl . . . . .  Xn-1) e lnla. + Jnlb., SO that x e I + J as required. []  
We are now ready to show that initial segments of the lexicographic order are best 
for minimising sums. 
Theorem 4. Let A and B be down-sets in I'k] n, and let I and J be the initial segments of 
the lexicographic order on [k]n with II I = I A I and I J I  = I B I. Then I A + B I >1 II + J I. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The result is trivial for n = 1, and for n = 2 it 
was proved in Lemma 1. We may therefore assume that n/> 3 and that the result holds 
for smaller values of n. 
We first wish to show that for any down-sets A,B c [k] n we have [C~(A)+ 
C~(B) I ~< [A + B I, in other words that an/-compression does not increase the sum. 
For convenience, given a set D c [k] n, write D' for C~(D) and Dt for D~lt. To show that 
[A '+B ' I~<IA+BI ,  we shall show that for each te [k ]  we have 
I(A' + n')tl ~< I(Z + n),l. 
Fix then an arbitrary t ~ [k]. We have 
(A+B) t= U A,+.~ 
r+s=t  
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and 
(A '+B ' ) ,=  ~ A',+B'~. 
r+s=! 
Now, by the induction hypothesis we have [A; + B'I  ~< [A, + Bs] for every r and s. 
Moreover,  the sets A; + B~, for r, s e [k], are nested, because ach is an initial segment 
of the lexicographic order on [k] ~. It follows that I (A' + B')t I ~< I(A + B), 1, as required. 
We now repeatedly apply /-compressions to A and B. More formally, define 
a sequence of pairs of down-sets (Ao,Bo),(A1,B1), ... in [k]" as follows. Set 
(Ao, Bo) = (A, B). Having defined (Ao, Bo) . . . . .  (Am, Bin), if Am and Bm are/ -compressed 
for all i then stop the sequence with (A,,, Bin). Otherwise, there is an i such that either 
Am or Bm is not /-compressed. Set (Ar,+l,Bm+~)=(Ci(Am),C~(Bm)), and continue 
inductively. 
This sequence has to end in some (At, Bt), because, loosely speaking, if an operator  
C~ moves a point then it moves it to a point which is earlier in the lexicographic order. 
More precisely, if a set A k is not /-compressed then y~a~2~<~.x~k~< 
~x~ C,(Ak) ~ 1 <~ i <~ n xikl. 
The sets A' = At and B' = Bt are /-compressed for all i, and satisfy [A'[ = [A 1, 
I B'I = I BI and [A' + B'[ ~< IA + B I. Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show 
that IA' + B' I /> [I + J I .  
F rom Lemma 2, we know that each of A' and B' is either an initial segment or of the 
form given in Lemma 2. However, it is easy to check that in each case we have 
IA' + B'I >~ II + JI. [] 
To make explicit the bound in Theorem 4, write fk.,(a, b) for the size of the sum 
of the initial segments of [k]" of sizes a and b. More precisely, if a = 0 or b = 0 then 
n-1  n - I  
set fk,,(a, b )= 0. Otherwise, write a = Y4=o ai ki and b = ~i=o bi ki, and put r = 
rain{i: al > 0} and s = min{i: bi > 0}. For  0 ~< i ~ n - 1, define 
a i -t- bi - 1 if ai, bl > 0 and i = r = s, 
a i+b i  if ai, b i>0 and either i>r  or i>s ,  
c i= ai if a i>0,  b i=0,  i>s ,  
bi if bi>O, a i=O, i>r ,  
0 otherwise, 
and put 
0 if cj >~ k for some j > i, 
di = min(cl, k) otherwise. 
Then the patient reader may check that 
n- -1  
fk,.(a, b )= ~, diki. 
i=0  
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Corollary 5. Let A and B be down-sets in [k]". Then Ia + BI ~fk, , ( IZ l ,  Inl). 
Let us also give a more digestible special case of this bound, to emphasise more 
clearly some of the jumps offk.,. 
Corollary 6. Let A and B be down-sets in [k]", and let a and b be positive integers with 
a + b <<. k. Then 
(i) /flA[ = ak "-1 and IB[ = bk "-1 then [A + B[ >>. (a + b - l )k " - I ,  with equality if 
A and B are initial segments; 
(ii) /fl A[ = ak"- 1 + 1 and I BI = bk"- 1 then I A + B I >~ (a + b)k"- 1, with equality if 
A and B are initial segments. 
The useful fact that the sum of two initial segments is again an initial segment 
allows us to extend Theorem 4 to sums of more than two sets. 
Corollary 7. Let A1 . . . .  ,At be down-sets in [k]", and for each i let Ii be the initial 
segment of the lexicographic order on [k]" with II11 -- [Ail. Then IAa + "'" + Atl >~ 
Il l  + ... -q- ltl. 
2. Abelian groups of prime-power order 
In 1813, Cauchy [5] proved the following result. If p is prime and A and B are 
subsets of the group 7/p then their sum A + B = {a + b: a~A,  b eB} satisfies 
IA + BI ~> min(JAI + IB I -  1, p). This result was rediscovered by Davenport I-6] 
more than a century later (see [7]); in fact, it had been considered as an open problem 
before Davenport solved it. Note that the result is best possible: if A = {0, 1, . . . ,  r} 
and B = {0, 1, ... ,s} then A + B = {0, 1 . . . .  ,r + s}. 
What happens for a more general finite abelian group G? If H is a subgroup of 
G then of course H + H = H, sowecannot  hope to havelA + B I 7> [AI + I BI - 1. In 
fact, Kneser [10] proved that ifA and B are subsets of the finite abelian group G then 
IA + B[ ~> [A[ + [B] -- [C[, where C = {9~G: 9 + A + B = A + B} is the stabiliser 
of A + B. Note that equality can hold here in a variety of cases: for example, if G has 
a subgroup H of prime index and A and B are unions of 'consecutive' cosets of H. 
Kneser's result can actually be stated in a slightly stronger form: if A and B are 
subsets of a finite abelian group G then there is a subgroup H of G with 
A+B+H=A+B such that [A + B[ ~> [A + HI + ]B + HI -- [HI. (To deduce 
this we apply the form given above with A + C and B + C in place of A and B.) See 
Mann [14] for general background, and Kemperman [13] for a detailed iscussion of 
Kneser's theorem. See also Kemperman 1-12], Didderich [8] and Olson [15] for some 
generalisations and conjectures in the non-abelian case. 
Why does this result imply Theorem 4 in the case k prime? For a prime p, let us 
identify 7/p with [p] = {0 . . . . .  p - 1}, so that Z~ is identified with [p]". Thus, for 
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example, we may speak of down-sets in 7/~,. Of course, this identification does not 
preserve sums of sets, since the 'wraparound'  effect in 2p is not present in [p]  c 2. 
However, it is easy to check that the identification does preserve sums A + B if A and 
B are down-sets. Thus Theorem 4 claims precisely that if A and B are down-sets in Z~ 
then ]A + BI >>-fp,,(lAI, ]B]). 
In order to deduce this inequality from Kneser's theorem, one examines each 
possible size of H in turn. Indeed, the reader can check that the only facts one needs to 
use are that [ H] = pr, some r = 0 . . . . .  n, and that A + H and B + H, being unions of 
cosets of H, must have sizes divisible by pr. 
When k is not prime, Kneser's result tells us nothing useful about Theorem 4, since 
there are subgroups of Z~ whose orders are not powers of k. 
Kneser's theorem also implies a best possible lower bound in each finite abelian 
p-group (abelian group of pr ime-power order), as we now describe. Let G be an 
abelian group of pr ime-power order: say G -- [I~= 1 7/p~,, where c~i + ..- + ~k = n. For 
x = (xl . . . . .  x , )~G,  write xi = 32f=o xi,j Pj, where each x;,j~ {0 . . . . .  p -  1}, and de- 
fine 2e[p]"  by 
' (  ~ (X l .x l  1,  X l ,~  2 2 ,  " ' "  ,X1 ,0 ,  X2,ee2 1,  " ' "  ,X2 ,0 ,  " ' '  '?'(k,xk 1~ " ' "  ,Xk ,0 ) "  
We define the lexicooraphic order on H~= 1 7/p~, by letting x precede y if 2 precedes f in 
the lexicographic order on 7/~. For  example, the elements of the cyclic group 2r,~ in the 
lexicographic order are 
O,p,2p . . . .  ,(p - 1)p, 1, p + 1,2p + 1 . . . . .  (p - 1)p 
+ 1,2, p+2 . . . . .  p -  1 ,2p-  1 . . . .  ,p2_ l .  
In general, we prefer to keep later factors 0, and in a particular factor like 2p~ the first 
few elements we take are as for the cyclic group: 
0, p ~ 1,2p~ 1, . . . , (p - -1 )p~-a ,p=- -2 ,  p=- l+p ~ 2,2p~- l+p~-2 , . . .  
Now, it is easy to check that the identification x ~ 2 from G to [p]"  preserves ums of 
initial segments. In other words, writ ing/1 for {~': x ~ A }, if I and J are initial segments 
of G then we have I + J = I + J. Thus if I and J are initial segments of G then 
1I + J] =./~,,,([II, ]J]). However, Kneser's result gives that, from below, we have 
I A + B I ~> fp.,( lA l, [BL) for any A, B c G, just as for 7/~. Hence if A and B are subsets 
of G, and I and J are the initial segments of G with I I[ = I AL and I J I  = I BL, then 
IA + BI ) [I + JI. 
Let us briefly remark that, of course, the only abelian groups that could possibly 
have an ordering whose initial segments minimise sums are those of pr ime-power 
order. Indeed, if I G[ has distinct prime factors p and q then G has subgroups of orders 
p and q, and so in any suitable ordering we would have to have the initial segments of 
orders p and q both being subgroups, which is clearly impossible. 
However, our main aim in this section is to go in the opposite direction. We will 
show how Theorem 4 gives a new proof  of the lower bounds above in each abelian 
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group of pr ime-power order. Our  proof  is purely combinatorial:  indeed, the only 
results we shall use are the Cauchy-Davenpor t  theorem and Theorem 4 above. 
For  the sake of completeness, we include a very short proof  of the Cauchy-  
Davenport  heorem, due to Dyson I-9]. 
Lemma 8. Let p be prime, and let A and B be (non-empty) subsets of 7/ p. Then 
IA + BI /> min( IAI  + IBI - 1, p). 
Proof .  If I AI +[n l  ~ p + 1 then we certainly have A + B = Z, ,  since for any 
t~Yp the sets A and B- t  cannot be disjoint. Thus, we may assume that 
IZl+lnl<~p. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that there exist (non-empty) sets A and B in 2~p with 
I A + B I < I A I + [ B] - 1. Choose such a pair (A, B) with I B I minimal. Note that we 
must have I B [ > 1, as if l B ] = 1. Choose such a pair (A, B) with I B I minimal. Note that 
we must have IB[ > 1, as if I B[ = 1 then IA + B[ = [AI. 
Without loss of generality, we have 0 ~ B; choose c ~ B with c # 0. Then A + c # A 
(as otherwise A = Zp), so there exists dsA such that d + cCA. Replacing A with 
A - d, we may assume 0~A and cCA. 
Now set A' = AuB and B' = Ac~B. Then Ia ' l  + IB'I = IAI + IBI, and B' is non- 
empty as 0 E B'. It is also clear that A' + B' = A + B, so that [A' + B'[ ~< IA + B I. 
However,  since c~B and cCA we have [B'I < IB], and this contradicts the choice of 
the pair (A, B). []  
How can we use Theorem 4 to obtain bounds in a general abelian p-group G? We 
need to be able to replace subsets of G by down-sets in Z~. Our  method will be to 
simultaneously 'down-compress'  and change the group structure. We mention that, 
even for the cyclic group Zp, itself, we will have to consider all the groups of the form 
Ze × Zfl, where ~ + fl = n, as ' intermediate steps'. We will eventually be able to reduce 
our subsets of an arbitrary group to down-sets in a group of the form Z~. We stress 
that it is very fortunate that this simultaneous group-change and down-compression 
works. 
Let G = Z~ x ~I~=2 7/p~, be a group with ~ ~> 2 (where we may have k = 1, in other 
words where the product over i may be empty). We wish to define a compres- 
sion operator  Z mapping subsets of Zp, xI-l~=2Zp~, into subsets of 
7/pxZp,-1 x I]~=zZp,,. With slight abuse of notation, we define the sections of 
k 
A c Zp~ x l-[ i = 2 7/p~, by 
A(x) = {yeT/p: (xl + p"- ly ,  xz, ... ,Xn)~A} 
k 
and the sections of A c Zp x Zp,- ~ x 1-[ i = 2 7/p,, by 
Ax = {ye lp :  (y, Xl . . . . .  x . )eA},  
k 
x~Tfp~-i × I-I Zp~, 
i=2  
k 
X E 7/e~ - i X l-[ 77p~,. 
i=2  
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k k 
For  a set A ~ ~-p=XI-Ii=2~-pa, , we define x(A) c ~_pX~_p:-I xl--li=2~-p=, by giving its 
sections: 
z(A)x = {0 . . . . .  IA (x ) [ -  1}, 
k 
xE2~/ ~x I-[ Z/,. 
i=2  
Thus, loosely speaking, the compression operator Z replaces the factor Z /  by 
Zp × Zp~- ~ and at the same time compresses each copy of Zp in Zp~ downwards. Note 
that Iz(A) I - - ]AI .  
The main result is an immediate consequence of the following key lemma. 
k Lemma 9. (i) Let A, B c Zp, x I-I¿:2 Z/ , ,  with ~ >~ 2. Then the sets z(A), z(B) ~ Zp × 
~X k 
Zp, I-Ii=2 Zp,, satisfy Iz(A) + z(B)I ~< IA + BI. 
k (ii) Let A, B ~ I]i=2 7/p.,, where ~1 + "'" + ak = n. Then there are down-sets A', B' 
in Z~ satisfying IZ'l = IZl, In'l = Inl and IA' + B'I <~ IA + BI. 
Proof. ( i )For  convenience, write A' for z(A) and B' for z(B). To show that 
IA' + B'I ~< IA + BI, we shall in fact show that in fact I(A' + B')xl ~< I(A + B)(x)l for 
k 
every x e Zp,- t x I~ i = 2 7/p=,. 
Fix then an arbitrary x e Zp~-i x I-l~= 2 ~Pa'"  We have 
(A '+B' )~= ~ A',+B'=, 
y+Z=X 
where the union is over all y and z in 7/p= l×I~=2Zp~, with y + z - -x .  We also 
have 
(A + B)(x)= U A(y) + B(z) + e(y,z), 
y+z=X 
where 
0 if y l+z l<p °' J 
e(y ,z )= 1 if Y l+z l~>P='  
and the union is again over all y and z in 7/p= 1 x I]~=z 7//, with y + z = x. (Of course, 
the sums in the definition of e(y, z) are to be taken under the identification of 
Zp,-~ with [p~-1] c 7/.) 
Now, by the Cauchy-Davenport  theorem (Lemma 8), we have I A'y + Bzl ~< 
k t ¢ IA (y )+B(z ) l  for all y, zE~_p,-lXI~i=ET/p~,. Also, the sets Ar+ Bz, y, zeZp,  ,x  
k 1-Ii=27/p=, are nested, as each is an initial segment of Zp. It follows that 
I(A' + B')x I ~< I(A + B)(x)l, as required. 
(ii) If ctj ~> 2 for some j then part (i) tells us that there are sets A' and B' in 
Z v x Zp~-i x l-Iie jZp=,, with IA'[ = IAI and IB'I = Inl, satisfying ] A' + B'[ ~< IA + BI. 
We now apply this result to A' and B', and continue inductively, eventually obtaining 
sets A",B" c Z~ satisfying I Z"l = I A I, I n"l = I nl  and I A" + B"I ~< [Z + B I. 
Now, A" and B" will not, in general, be down-sets. However, it is easy to check that 
the compression operator Z may be applied even if ~ = 1 (thus not changing the group 
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structure, of course), and just as in part (i) above it does not increase sums. Thus we 
may apply )~ to each factor of 7/~ in turn, eventually obtaining down-sets A'" and B'" in 
77~ with [A'"[ = [A[, [B'"[ = [B[ and [A'" + B'"[ ~< [A + B[. [] 
We wish to point out how important it was that our compression operator )~ not 
only compressed copies of 7/p downwards but also changed the factor 7/v° into 
2p x 7/p~ i. Indeed, if we had not done this then the shift term e(y, z) that appeared in 
the expression for (A + B)(x) would also have appeared in the expression for 
(A' + B')x, and so we could not have concluded that the expression for (A' + B')x was 
a nested union. 
We are now ready to give a best-possible ower bound on [ A + B[ in terms of [ A [ 
and [B[ in each abelian group of prime-power order. As we have already remarked, 
this result may also be deduced from Kneser's theorem. 
Theorem 10. Let G = [I~=1 7/p~,, where p is a prime, and let A and B be subsets of G. 
Then, with I and J the initial segments of the lexicographic order on G satisfying 
]I[ = [A[ and ]J[ -- [B[, we have IA + B[ >1 [I + J]. 
Proof. Let n = (x 1 -[- " ' "  + ~k- By Lemma 9, there are down-sets A', B 'c  Z~, with 
[A ' [=[A[ , [B ' [=[B[  and [A '+B' [~<[A+B[ .  Theorem 4 now gives [A '+B ' [>/  
[I' + J'[, where I '  and J '  are the initial segments of the lexicographic order on 
Z~, satisfying [I'1 = [A[ and [J'[ = IS[. 
Now, as we mentioned earlier, we have [I' + J'[ = [I + J[, in other words the size 
of the sum of two initial segments of the lexicographic order of a group G depends 
only on their sizes, and not on the precise factors of G. Hence [ A + B] ~> [I + J [, as 
required. [] 
We remark that the compression operator X leads to yet a third approach to 
Theorem 10, based neither on Theorem 4 nor on Kneser's theorem. Indeed, we may 
first use )~ to reduce the problem to the case of subsets A, B of the group 7/~, just as in 
part (i) of Lemma 9. With a little work, one can then check that ~ has enough 
automorphisms that, by applying automorphisms and down-compressions (the oper- 
ator X in the case c~ = 1, as in part (ii) of Lemma 9) in a suitable order, one can reduce 
A and B to initial segments. 
Finally, we note that by Theorem 10 (or by Kneser's theorem), the function 
fG(a, b) = min{[A + BI: A,B c G, IAI = a, IB[ = b}, 
for an abelian group G of prime-power order, depends only on the order of G, and not 
on its precise structure: if rGI = p" thenf~(a, b) =fp.,(a, b). One thus has analogues of 
Corollaries 5 7 for each abelian p-group. 
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Appendix 
The aim of this appendix is to give a proof  of Lemma 1. As the result is trivial for 
k = 1 and k = 2, we will assume throughout hat k ~> 3. For A, B c [k] 2, the unre- 
stricted sum of A and B is the set 
A +uB = {(al + bl,a2 + b2)e[2k - 112: (al ,az)eA,(bl,b2)eB}. 
Thus, A + B = (A +,B)c~[k]  2. We write u(A,B) for [A +uB[.  We will need to 
consider unrestricted sums later on in this appendix. 
To avoid confusion, we often write r(A,B) for [A + B] = [(A +,B)c~[k]2l .  Thus, 
Lemma 1 claims that if A and B are down-sets in [k] 2, and I and J are the initial 
segments of [k] 2 (in the lexicographic order) with [ I [ = IA [ and I J[ = I B l, then 
r(A,B) >~ r(I,J). 
We wish to transform our sets A and B, in order to make it easier to analyse r(A, B). 
We start by 'compressing' our sets in the direction w = (1, - 1). More precisely, the 
sets Dx = {x -- rw: r e N }, with x e [k] 2 satisfying xl = k - 1 or x2 = 0, partition [k] 2 
(where N = {0, 1 . . . .  }), and we wish to 'compress' A and B along these lines. 
Let 
W = {x e [k ]  2:X1 = k - -  1 or x2 = 0}. 
For  xe  W and A c [k]2, section of A at x is 
A(x) = {re N: x - - rweA}.  
The compression of A is the set C(A) c [k] 2 defined by 
C(A)(x)= {O, 1, . . . , iA (x ) l -1} ,  xeW.  
Thus, the compression operator C keeps section sizes fixed, while making sections into 
initial segments of N. We clearly have [C(A)[ = [A[. 
For x e [2k - 1] 2 we write ]1 x II for Xl + x2. 
Lemma A. Let A and B be down-sets in [k] 2. Then C(A) and C(B) are down-sets, with 
Ir(A,B)[ >~ [r(C(A), C(B))[. 
Proof. For convenience, write A' for C(A) and B' for C(B). To show that C(A) is 
a down-set, we must show that if y e A and y - ei E [k] 2 then also y - ei e A. Thus, it is 
sufficient o show that for each x e W we have 
and 
IA'(x - el)l/> min(IA'(x)l,x2 - 1) if Xl = 0 
I A'(x - e2) l >/[A'(x)[ + 1 if x2 = 0, A'(x) # O. 
Now, since A is a down-set we have 
[A(x -e l ) [  ~> min(]A(x)[, x2 - 1) if xl = 0, 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
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and 
IA (x -ez ) l>~lA(x ) l+ l  i f x2=0,  A(x )~¢.  
But this establishes (1) and (2), by the definition of A'. Hence A' and B' are indeed 
down-sets. 
To show that I A' + B'I ~< ]A + B I, we shall show that for each x e W we have 
I(A' + B')(x)l ~ I(A + B)(x)l. 
Fix then an arbitrary x e W. We have 
(A + B)nOx = U (AnOr) + (BnOz), 
y,z~W, llyll + ][zll = Ilxll 
and a similar relation holds with A' and B' in place of A and B. 
Now, a moment's thought shows that by the definition of A' and B' we have 
I(Z'nO r) + (B'nOz) l ~< I (hnD r) + (BnOz)[ 
for every y, ze  W. Also, the sets (A'nDy) + (B'nDz), y, z~ W are nested, since every 
A(y)  and every B(z) is an initial segment of t~. It follows that I(A' + n')(x)l ~< 
I(h + B)(x)l, as required. [] 
We say that A is (1, - 1)-compressed if C(A) = A. 
We now wish to generalise our compression C to a compression Co in the direction 
of an arbitrary vector v = (s, - t), where s, te  ~. The lines {x - rv: re  ~}n[k]  2, for 
x e [k] 2, x + v~[k] 2, form a partition of [k] 2, and Cv ought to compress a set along 
these lines. 
For convenience, write X=X(v)  for {xe[k]2: x+vq~[k2]}. For xeX and 
A c [k] 2, the v-section of A at x is 
A(x) = Av(x) = {re~:  x - -  rv~A}.  
The v-compression of A is the set Co(A) c [k] 2 defined by 
Cv(A)(x) --- {0, 1 . . . . .  IA(x) [ -  1}, x~X.  
Thus, the compression operator Co keeps v-sections fixed in size, while making them 
into initial segments of ~. Clearly ICo(A) I = I AI. 
A set A c [k] 2 is v-compressed if Co(A) = A. Thus A is v-compressed if whenever 
yeA and y + ve[k ]  2 then also y + yeA.  
Now, applying a v-compression to sets A and B can certainly increase I A + B[. 
However, we have the following key lemma. Curiously, this relies on the technical 
condition (k - 1, 0) e AuB.  
Lemma B. Let A and B be down-sets in [k] 2 with (k - 1, 0) ~ A u B, and let v = (s, - t), 
where 1 <~ t < s <~ k - 1. Suppose that A and B are (s', - t')-compressed for all 
1 <<. t' <~ s' <<. k - 1 such that either t'/s' > t/s or else t'/s' = t/s and t/s and t' > t. Then 
Cv(A) and Co(B) are down-sets, and [Co(A) + Co(B)I ~< IA + B[. 
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Proof. Write A' for Co(A) and B' for Co(B). To show that Co(A)  is a down-set, we must 
show that if y e A '  and y - ei e [k] 2 then also y - el e A'. 
Fix then a yeA '  with y -  el e I-k] 2. Write y = x -  rv, some x e X, re  N. Thus, 
IA'(x)l >/r + 1, and so also IZ(x)l >/r + 1. 
Suppose first that i = 2. If x - ezeX then [A (x  - e2)l >/r + 1, because A is 
a down-set. Thus I A ' (x  - e2)l >1 r + 1, and so (x - e2) - rve  A' ,  as required. 
If x-  ezCX then x2 = 0 and x -  e2 -  veX.  Since A is a down-set we have 
[A (x  - -  e2 - v)l ~> r, and so (x - e2  - 1)) - (r - -  1 )v6  A' ,  as required. 
Suppose now that i = 1. If x - el e X then we cannot conclude immediately that 
tA (x -e l ) [  ~> r + 1 because, writing q for max{q': x-q 've[k ]2} ,  we may have 
x-ex -qv¢[k ]  2. However, if x-qveA then we have x -e~- (q -1 )v ,  
x - -  ex - -  (q  - -  2 )v  . . . . .  x - -  ea  e A by the compression properties of A, so that certain- 
ly y-e leA ' .  Thus, we may assume that x-qvCA,  and we then obtain 
[A (x  - el)[ ~> r + 1 as before, whence x - e l  - rveA '  as required. 
If x - e~ - veX then the argument is similar. Finally, if x - el q- veX then the 
compression properties of A imply that either IA (x  - el  + v)[ ~> IA (x ) l  + 1 or else 
with q as above we have x - e~ + v - (q + 1)v¢[k ]  2 and x - qve  A.  In the first case 
we have x - e~ + v - (r + 1)yeA '  as required, while in the second case the compres- 
sion properties of A give x - e l  + v - qv, x - e l  + v - (q - 1)v . . . . .  x - el  + yeA,  
whence x - e l  + v - (r + 1)v~A'  as required. 
This completes the proof that A'  and B' are down-sets. To show that [ A' + B'I ~< 
[A + BI, we shall show that for every xeX we have [(A' + B')(x)[ ~< [(A + B)(x)l. 
Fix then an arbitrary x e X. As above, let q = max {q': x - q'v e [k] 2}. For y, z e X, 
put 
S(y ,z )  = {d~[q  + 1]: x-  dv = y - av + z - by, some y-  aveA,  z - bveB},  
and define S ' (y ,z )  similarly. To prove that I(A' + B')(x)[ ~< I(A + B)(x)l, it will suffice 
to show that for every y, zeX  with S ' (y ,  z) v~ 0 we have I(A + B)(x)l >~ max S ' (y ,  z) 
+1.  
Fix then an arbitrary y, zeX  with S ' (y ,  z) 4= O. Suppose first that y + z = x. Then 
S ' (y ,  z) is an initial segment of [q + 1]. Moreover, since A' (y )  and B'(z)  are initial 
segments of N, with [A'(y)I = IZ(Y)l and IB'(z)l = IB(z)l, we have IZ'(y) + B'(z)[ ~< 
IA(y) + B(z)l. 
Now, we cannot conclude directly from this that I S ' (y ,  z)[ <~ [S (y ,  z)l, since we 
need not have A(y)+ B(z )c  [q + 1]. However, we claim that if there exists 
q 'eA(y)  + B(z)  with q' > q then the compression properties of A and B imply that 
(A + B)(x)  is very large. 
In fact, we claim that if some q 'eA(y)  + B(z )  then for all 0 ~< r ~< q' - 2 we have 
r e (A + B)(x).  Indeed, consider first the case when r = q' - 2 (and so q' ~> 2). We have 
q '= a + b, some aeA(y) ,  beB(z ) .  If a t> 2 then a -2EA(y)  by the compression 
properties of A, whence a + b - 2cA(y )  + B(z),  and similarly if b >~ 2. We may 
therefore assume that q' = 2 and a = b = 1. 
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Now, we know that y+v,z+v¢[k]  2. We cannot have (y+v)x >k-1 ,  as 
this would contradict  y+z=(y+v)+(z -v )e [k ]  2, and so we must have 
(y + V)l ~> k - 1, and similarly (z + v)l ~> k - 1. Hence (y + v)2, (z + v)2 < 0. 
We have (k - 1, O)eAwB: say (k - 1, 0)eB.  Choose 0eN with (z + Or)2 = 0: thus 
0~<0<1.  We also have ( z+Ov) l<k-1 ,  because (z+v) l~>k-1 .  Set 
W = (/0VIA + 1, 0V2). Thus z + weB,  because B is a down-set with (k -  1,0)EB. 
Also, since y - v e A, the compression propert ies of A imply that y - w e A. Hence 
y + z e A + B, as required. 
The cases 0 ~< r ~< q ' -3  are similar. We have thus shown that if some 
q' eA(y)  + B(z) then [q' - 1] c (A + B)(x), as claimed. 
So we may conclude that [S'(y,z)[ <<. [(A + B)(x)l, as required, except in the case 
q '=q+l ,  (A+B) (x )=[q] .  However,  in that case we have max A(y )+ 
max B(z) = q + 1 and max A(y) - leA(y),  max B(z) - lCB(z), whence qCA'(y) + 
B'(z). So even in this case we have [S'(y,z)[ <<. [(A + B)(x)[, as required. 
This concludes the case y + z = x. Suppose next that y + z = x + 2v, some 2 > 0. 
We again have 
IA'(y) + B'(z)[ -%< [A(y) + B(z)[. 
Since A'(y) + B'(z) is an initial segment of M, it follows that 
[(A'(y) + B'(z))c~{2,2 + 1 . . . .  }[ ~< [A(y) + B(z))c~{2,2 + 1 . . . .  }[. 
We may then obtain [(A + B)(x)[ ~> maxS'(y,z) + 1 just as in the case y + z = x. 
Suppose finally that y + z = x - 2v, some 2 > 0. We cannot have (y + v)l > k - 1, 
as this would contradict  y + z + ve[k] 2, and so we must have (y + v)l /> k - 1, and 
similarly (z + V)l i> k - 1. Thus (y + v)2 < 0 and (z + v)2 < 0, and so in part icular  
2 = 1. Arguing as in the case y + z = x, we may then obtain 
[(A + B)(x) - {0}] ~> maxS ' (y ,  z). 
Thus, it remains only to show that 0e(A  +B)(x), or in other words that 
y + z + v e A + B. However,  this follows easily from the fact that for some a and b we 
have y-  areA and z -  bveB, just  as in argument for y + zeA + B in the case 
y + z = x, r = 0, q' = 2 above. 
This completes the proof  that if S'(y, z) # 0 then [(A + B)(x)[/> maxS ' (y ,  z) + 1, 
and so we are done. [ ]  
We are now ready to compress our sets towards initial segments. 
Lemma C. Let A and B be down-sets in [k] 2, with (k - 1, 0 )eAuB,  and let I and J be 
the initial segments of[k] 2 with 111 = [A[ and [J[ = [B[. Then 1I + J[ <<. [A + B[. 
Proof. Let 
T = {(s, -- t): 1 ~<s, t~<kande i ther t<sors=t=l} .  
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Define a sequence (Ao,Bo),(A1,B1) . . . .  of pairs of subsets of [k] 2 as follows. Put 
Ao = A and Bo = B. Having defined (Ak, Bk), if Ak and Bk are (s, -- 0-compressed for 
all (s, - t) e T then stop the sequence with (Ak, Bk). Otherwise, there is an (s, - t) e T 
such that either Ak or Bk is not (s, -- t)-compressed. Among all such (s, t) with t/s 
maximal, choose one with t maximal. Then either s = t = 1 or else (s, - t) and the pair 
(Ak, Bk) satisfy the conditions of Lemma B. Put Ak~l = C(~. ,)(Ak) and 
Bk + ~ = C(s. -,)(Bk), and continue inductively. 
This sequence must terminate in some (A~, B~), because, loosely speaking, whenever 
a compression operator C~ moves a point then it moves it to a point that is earlier in 
the lexicographic ordering. 
By the construction of the sequence, the sets A' = A~ and B' = B~ satisfy IA'I = I A I 
and ]B'] = I B]. Also, Lemma B (or Lemma A) tells us that A' and B' are down-sets, 
and moreover that ] A' + B'I ~< ]A + B I. Now, the sets A' and B' are v-compressed for 
every v E T. However, it is easy to see that any down-set hat is v-compressed for every 
ve T must be an initial segment. Hence A' = I and B' = J, as required. [] 
Having proved Lemma C, we now turn our attention to the case when we do not 
have (k - 1, 0) E AwB. Our aim here is to compare r(A, B) with r(I, J) directly. We 
start with a simple special case. A subset of [k] 2 is flat if it is of the form [k] x [a], 
some 1 ~<a~<k. 
Lemma D. Let A and B be down-sets in [kl : with A + B.fiat, and let I and J he the 
initial segments of[k]2 with III = IAI and I JI = I BI. Then II + J I <~ IA + B I. 
Proof. We may clearly assume that A + B ¢ I-k] 2. Put h = max { y e [k] : (0, y) ~ A I 
and h '= max{ye[k ] :  (0,y)eB}. Thus A + B = [k] x [h  + h '+ 1]. However, since 
IA l<~(h+l )k  and IB[<<,(h'+l)k, it follows that I c [k ]x [h+l ]  and 
J c [k] x [h' + 1], whence I + J ~ [k] × [-h q- h' + 1]. []  
How should we compare r(A, B) with r(I, J) in general? It is easy to see that we 
always have r(I, J) <~ 111 + l J] - 1. Thus the following lemma is precisely what we 
need to show. 
Lemma E. Let A and B be (1, - 1)-compressed down-sets in [k] z, with (k - 1,0)4 A w B 
and with A + B not flat. Then r(A,B) >~ ]A] + ]B] - 1. 
Proof. Since A and B are (1 , -  1)-compressed, and neither contains the point 
(k -  1,0), we must have Hxl[ ~< k - 2 for every x~AvoB. 
Put h = max{ y ~ [k]: (0, y) ~ A} and r = max {x ~ [k]: (x, h) ~ A}, and similarly put 
h' = max{y~[k] : (0 ,y )~B} andr '  = max{x~[k] : (x ,h ' )~B}.Thus ,  h + r ~< k - 2 and 
h' +r '~< k -2 .  Let us also put s = max{x~[-k]: (x, 0)~A} and s' =max{x6[k ] :  
(x, 0) ~ B}, so that s, s' ~< k - 2. Now, the sets A and (r, h) + u B meet only in the point 
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(r, h), and so we certainly have 1 Au((r, h) +” B) 1 > 1 Al + I BI - 1. Thus, we may 
assume that the set (r, h) +U B is not contained in [k]‘. 
Let us consider first the case in which h + h’ < k - 1. In this case, there must be 
a point (x, y) of (r, h) +U B with y 2 k, and so in particular we have r + s’ > k. Since 
s’ < k - 2, we have r + s’ d r + k - 2, whence Y 2 2. 
Now, counting by rows, and using the fact that B is (1, - l)-compressed, it is clear 
that the number of points of (r,h) +U B that do not belong to [k]’ is at most 
(r - 1) + (r - 2) + ... +lifr-ldh’+l,andatmost(r-l)+(r-2)+ ... + 
(r - h’ - 1) if r - 1 > h’ + 1. (The reader is invited to draw a picture.) Thus, 
j((r,h) +u B) - [k121 d r(r - ‘)j2 
ifr-l<h’+l, 
(h’ + l)(r - 1 - K/2) if r - 1 > h’ + 1. 
But the set [r] x {h, h + 1, . . . , h + h’} is also contained in A + B, and is disjoint from 
(r, h) +,, B. Thus, to show that r(A, B) > 1 Al + I B ( - 1, it will suffice to show that 
r(h’ ’ ‘) ’ 
r(r - 1)/2 if r - 1 < h’ + 1, 
(h’ + l)(r - 1 - h’/2) if r - 1 > h’ + 1. 
However, each of these inequalities clearly holds. 
Let us now turn to the case in which h + h’ > k. We first consider the subcase in 
which r + s’ z k. Thus again r + s’ d r + k - 2, whence r B 2. Again counting by 
rows, the number of points of (r, h) +, B that do not belong to [k]’ is at most the sum 
of (r - 1) + (r - 2) + ... + 1 (those points (x, y) with y Z k) and (h - 1) + 
(h - 2) + ... + (k - h’ - 1) (those points (x,y) with x 2 k). So 
I((r,h) +.B) - [k]“l B r(r - 1)/2 + (h + h’ -k + l)(h - h’ + k - 2)/2. 
However, the set [r] x {h, h + 1, . . . , k - l} is also contained in A + B, as is the set 
{(x, y)e[k12: x + y 3 k - 1 and y d h - 11, 
and the union of these two disjoint sets has size r(k - h) + h(h + 1)/2. Thus, to show 
that r(A, B) > I Al + ) B( - 1, it is enough to check that 
r(k - h) + h(h + 1)/2 3 r(r - 1)/2 + (h + h’ - k + l)(h - h’ + k - 2)/2. 
Now, the right-hand side of this inequality is an increasing function of h’ (as its 
derivative with respect o h’ is k - h’ - 3/2), and so it suffices to prove the inequality in 
the case when h’ = k - 2. The desired inequality then reduces to 
r(k - h) + h(h + 1)/2 > r(r - 1)/2 + (h - l)h/2, 
which certainly holds, since k - h > (r - 1)/2. 
Finally, let us consider the case in which h + h’ 2 k but r + s’ < k - 1. Counting by 
rows, and using the facts that B is (1, - l)-compressed and (r + s’ + 1, h)$(r, h) +. B, 
the number of points of (r, h) +” B that do not belong to [k]” is at most 
(r+s’+h-k)+(r+s’+h-k-l)+ ... +(r+s’-h’).Thus 
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But the set I-r] x {h,h  + 1, ... , k  - 1} is also contained in A + B, as is the set 
{(x, y )~[k]2 :  k -1  <~ x + y <~ h + r + s' and  y ~< h -1} ,  
because A + B is itself (1, -- 1)-compressed. The union of these two disjoint sets has 
size r (k  - h) + (r + s' + h - k + 2)(h + k - r - s' - 1)/2, and so it suffices to show 
that 
r (k  - h) + (r + s' + h - k + 2)(h + k -  r -  s' - 1)/2 
~> (h + h' - k + 1) (h -  h' - k + 2s' - 2)/2. 
Now, the derivative of the r ight-hand side of this inequal ity with respect o h' is 
s' - h' - 3/2. Since h' <~ s' (as B is (1, - 1)-compressed), it follows that we need only 
check the inequal ity in the cases h' = s' and h' = s' - 1. Firstly, if h' = s', then the 
desired inequal ity becomes 
r (k  - h) + (r + s' + h - k + 2)(h + k - r - s' - 1)/2 
~>(h+s ' -k+ 1) (h+s ' -k -2 ) /2 .  
But this is immediate,  since 2k - 2s' - r + 1 >i k - s' + 2/> 0 implies h + k - r - 
s' - 1 ~> h + s' - k - 2. Secondly, if h' = s' - 1, then the desired inequal ity becomes 
r (k  - h) + (r + s' + h - k + 2)(h + k - r - s' - l ) /2  
>~ (h + s' - k ) (h  + s' - k -  1)/2. 
Again this is immediate,  since h + k - r -  s' - 1 >~ h + s' - k -  1. [ ]  
Putt ing together the above results, we can at last prove Lemma 1. 
Proof  of Lemma 1. By Lemma A, we may assume that A and B are (1, - 1)- 
compressed. If(k - 1, 0) ~ AuB then Lemma C tells us that I A + B I/> I I + J I, while if 
(k - 1 ,O)¢AwB then we are done either by Lemma D (in the case when A + B is fiat) 
or by Lemma E (in the case when A + B is not fiat). []  
Lemma 1 is a result in only two dimensions, and the result is very natural  - -  it 
would be nice to find a short proof. 
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